
Use method is easy.
(1) Please insert the elbow mouth ahead of the hose in a water cleaner tightly.

* Please see and check the instructions.
(2) Please put water in a plastic container.

* It's also possible by directness from water.
(3) When a hand pump is pushed, it purifies water from the hose installed 

in the water cleaner.  But I go out.

The electricity which can't use tap water is also in 
case of emergency of a stop.

The water cleaner which can be used easily 

"It's for emergency use." water cleaner
The feature

● It's a non-electric source system.
● It can purify water of 2 liters a minute. (20 liters per 10 minutes)
● A UF filter is let through at the end, so a virus and bacteria are 
also removed.
● Even a child of jakuchikara can use a hand pump.
● Handling is easy. An exchange of a cartridge is also single touch.
● It's light, so carrying is easy.
● You can always use by waterworks. (A waterworks fitting is set.)

The Water example which can be applied

Please use the water in the personal appearance
.
● River water, lake water, groundwater and 

the one of the rainwater etc.  Natural water
● The bathtub water (remaining water after use) 

and pool water



Large-volume filter Exclusive hand pump

The case material and the color Made of the resin and white (front case)

Size 11 cm more of width 33 cm depth is 39 cm.

The weight About 4.2 kilogram

Cartridge 1 prefilter

Cartridge 1 carbon (granularity) filter

Cartridge 1 carbon block filter

Cartridge (UF) 1 super-precise filter

Hose (with elbow) 2 of 1.5m

Valve for faucet branch 1

The flow rate Max2.5L/min (hand pump 2L/ min)

The working pressure 0.05-0.5MPa

The operating temperature Less than 50 ℃

The product specification
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10L poly tank

Hose nipple

The big handle
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